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ABOUT

Dr. Andrew Quitmeyer is a digital adventurer studying inter-
sections between wild animals and computational devices. He’s 
a professor at the National University of Singapore resarching 
how to blend biological fieldwork and DIY digital crafting. This 
“Digital Naturalism” work has taken him through the wilds 
of places such as Panama, Madagascar, Philippines, and the 
Galapagos where he runs workshops with diverse groups of 
scientists, artists, designers, and engineers. He currently leads 
“Hiking Hacks” around the world where participants build 
technology entirely in the wild for interacting with nature. His 
research also inspired a spinoff television series he hosted for 
Discovery Networks called “Hacking the Wild.”

He is the winner of several design awards and his trans-dis-
ciplinary, multimedia projects have been featured in The Dis-
covery Channel, Wired, PBS, NPR, Cartoon Network, Make 
Magazine, Fast Company, Gizmodo, along with other print and 
digital internet news and educational sources.

Personal Portfolio  www.quitmeyer.org
Research Site  www.digitalnaturalism.org
Conference Site  www.dinacon.org

DIGITAL ADVENTURER



I want to build new ways for us to connect to the living world.
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Fully Sponsored: from Andrew Quitmeyer’s “Hacking the Wild” Salary ($8,000) 2018

Quitmeyer, Khan 2018

To further test the concepts developed in Digital Naturalism’s research, 
we led the first ever “Digital Naturalism Conference.” While the mobile 

workshops of the “Hiking Hacks” explore integrating interaction de-
sign into biological field expeditions, this conference experiments with 
designing our own DIY art-technology field station. We also wanted to 
test out alternatives to standard, expensive academic conferences inac-

cessible to most.
 

We crafted a venue for long-term communal living, wilderness explora-
tion, and information sharing on an extremely low budget. Still it has 
attracted hundreds of amateurs and renown experts from around the 
world.  On top of this, we made the full 2- month event and housing 

entirely free. 

Situated Hacking
On-site construction provided rapid 
feedback, and let us evaluate tools for 

field repair.

Hiking with Electronics
We crossed varied terrain on foot carry-
ing all of our physical computing gear.

Sharing Local and International Ideas and Skills
Node Leaders are experts in many fields who will have public projects that any-
one can participate in. Given the emergent structure of this “unconference,” the 
dozens of node leaders help guide the participants into novel areas of explora-

tion.

Conference Venue
We worked with several local organizations to secure a semi-rustic venue that ac-
comodates our dual goals of accessibility for many different types of participants 
and access to multiple biomes such as jungle, mangroves, and reefs. Working in 

the off-season, we effectively have our own tiny island to explore.

www.DiNaCon.org
May 20 - July 15 2018, Koh, Lon, Thailand, Free

The official conference website has all the information about the event, its phi-
losophy, and documentation of the many projects resulting. 

THE DIGITAL NATURALISM
CONFERENCE
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THE BOAT LAB
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Winner: Several Instructables Awards 2016 

Sponsorship: US State Department / ZERO1 ($10.000) 2016 

Sponsorship: Hardware support from Sparkfun ($1,100) 2016

Quitmeyer, Dumaguete Community 2016

Serving as the US State Department “Art Ambassador to the Philip-
pines” for ZERO1, I led the development of multiple community groups 

centered around our handmade floating art/science hackerspace. The 
projects focus on marine research, sustainability, interaction design, and 

community awareness. Many groups continue thriving today.

Community Crafted
We built the BOAT lab using traditional 

visayan boat-making techniques and 
using recycled bamboo and plastic 

barrels.

Community Waterspace
It is a public community space host-

ing art, science, and technology events 
around environmental sustainability.

Modular, Mobile Makerspace
The final BOAT lab is realized as a solar-powered, modular, fully mobile aquatic 
field station and hackerspace that can be towed to explore different reefs in the 
area. It’s equipped with a plethora of sensors and electronics tools for designing 

science art and technology in the sea.

Integrated Visualization
The BOAT lab featured integrated addressable lights and a waterfall projec-

tion screen to display data and visualizations collected from the nearby aquatic 
ecosystems. 
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HACKING THE WILD
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Outreach: After its US debut, the show quickly went to worldwide markets 2017

Quitmeyer, Discovery Channel / Science Channel 2015-2017

Discovery Networks created a full television series originally around my 
Digital Naturalism research with field biologists. Eventually it got trans-
formed into a “Survival” show, and I used the opportunity to share my 

research’s ideas about “contextual crafting” and wilderness makerspaces 
with a broad US and International audience. I used my payments from 

this to sponsor the free “Digital Naturalism Conference.”

Consulting Survivalists
We consulted different, multicultural 
outdoor survivalists to gain insights 

into wilderness hacking across a variety 
of terrain.

Wearables in the Wild
I got to experiment with crafting part 

natural, part digital wearable devices for 
fun and utility. 

Local and International Airing
The show was originally created for Discovery Network’s Science Channel, but 

spread to different Discovery Channels around the globe, drawing questions and 
ideas from niche audiences such as in Bangalore, Malaysia, Slovenia, or Nepal.

Testing Wearable Studios Across Biomes
A key feature of making this show was using the opportunity to explore the 

“Wearable Studio” designs we developed during tropical Hiking Hacks for many 
other environments. We experimented with designs for mobile making to stand 

up against deserts, glaciers, swamps, and more.
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REPLANTMENT
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Exhibition: See Yourself E(x)ist, Pratt Manhattan Gallery 2017-2018

Quitmeyer, Schwartzman 2017

This artwork incarnates the play between technological preservation 
and replacement. From opposite ends of the earth, the duo explored 

and compared common international flora. They devised non-destruc-
tive collection methods for rapidly copying the natural forms of leaves 

with silicone molds, even casting
them in the field. The molds became the basis for several small “leaf fac-
tories” that turned out hundreds upon hundreds of plastic clones. They 

then arranged the memories of leaves
from around the globe on dual conveyor systems, creating a mobile 

curtain of the world’s evolutionary algorithm for capturing sunlight in 
various contexts. 

By making visible radical shifts in morphology and startling networks of 
energy distribution, they stimulate the intangible awe humans have for 

plants. 

Cataloguing, Displaying, Obliterating
We catalogued and arranged hundreds of individual resin leaves made from molds of 
leaves cast in forests around the world. The leaves are then arranged onto roboticized, 

interactive glowing conveyors we upcycled from a defunct dry cleaners.

The homebrewed system makes us of novel precision casting techniques, cutting edge 
Long-Range RFID antennas, and custom motor controls hacked onto vintage conveyors.

The project acts out a common pattern of technological development, from naturalistic 
exploration, to scientific analysis and preservation, to amplification and industrializa-

tion, and finally to the obliteration of the original creature. To become Dr. Frankenstein 
and recreate life, whether conjoining or editing humans, or making any hybridization 
of humans, animals, plants and machines, is a slippery slope between ingenuity and 

destruction.

Additional photos by photographer, Annie Kaye.

Visitors engaging with the installation and the Long-Range RFID tags conjure 
unique light displays visualized across the moving leaf collection.
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Custom Workspaces
We build mobile physical computing 
stations that modified a traditional 

web-design course into one for biotic 
interaction. 

Expert Interactions
Consulting biologists about design 
decisions (cricket chirp modulation 

habitat).
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ANIMAL COMPUTER 
INTERACTION DESIGN

Collaboration: 2018 course working with the Singapore Zoo 2018 

Featured: course field work covered in national news 2017 

Sponsored: Hardware support from Sparkfun 2013

Quitmeyer, “Animal Computer Interaction” - NUS / Zoo 2018
Quitmeyer, “Design Fiction: Ecological Interaction” - NUS 2017
Quitmeyer, “Cybiotic Interaction” - Georgia Tech 2013

Designed and taught custom university courses on ecological interaction 
design design with non-human living creatures. 

Cybiotic Interaction
One design guideline for building interesting non-human interaction devices. In 
a Cybiotic interaction the computer must take at least one input from a creature 

and present, in turn, a stimulus it can detect.

Collaborative worm board game (above) Design Fiction students speculate on future animal inter-
actions. (below)
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Situated Hacking
On-site construction provided rapid 
feedback, and let us evaluate tools for 

field repair.

Hiking with Electronics
We crossed varied terrain on foot carry-
ing all of our physical computing gear.

HIKING HACKS
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Spain: Wild Design 2018

Appalachia: Wearables in the Wild 2015

Madagascar: Hacking the Wild 2015

Panama:  Quitmeyer, Marting, Dixon, Walsh, Tsang 2014

Winner: Georgia Tech Wearables Engagement Grant ($5,000) 2014

Quitmeyer, Marting, Dixon, Walsh, Tsang 2011

These mobile participatory design workshops incorporate digital inter-
action design in a biological field expedition. While hacking and hiking, 
the group explores digital and natural systems. Working in-situ, we de-
sign new digital-animal interaction devices for the jungle in the jungle. 

Participatory Design Exercises
Biologists and Technologists live with their research organisms. We let the 

dynamic context of the forest reveal and steer our design and crafting process for 
digital animal interaction.

Call for Applications
Seeking out adventurers, scientists, engineers, and documentarians, we recruited 

around the world via word of mouth and digital / physical posters to find the 
final crew.
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The Waggle Dance of the Honeybee (above)
To familiarize myself with the honeybee’s language in a bio-
tracking lab, I created a short film explaining the research 
leading to its discovery.

Ant-Plants: Cecropia Azteca Symbiosis (below)
When beginning my PhD research with Peter Marting, we 
created a short film to explain his target ecosystem of ants 

and plants.

Growbots Documentaries
Shared ideas from urban agriculture 
design workshops via interviews and 

animation.

Robocup Documentarian 
I was the first official documentarian of 
the Robocup, an international competi-

tion of robot soccer.

DESIGN DOCUMENTARIES

Grand Prize: Entomological Society of America “Youtube Award” 2017 

Exhibited: Fernbank, Landesmuseum, and Oakland Museums of Science 2012-2015

Featured: E.O. Wilson’s “Life on Earth,” NPR, Scientific American, AAAI 2010-2014

Quitmeyer, Balch, DiSalvo, Marting 2010-2018

I utilized my background in documentary film-making, to create “design 
documentaries”  (Raijmakers et al) that explore and share interesting 

systems as part of a design process.

Ant Painting: Unique Identification of Ants
Scientists studying large colonies of ants use a peculiar method of individually 

marking ants. With a single hair paintbrush that add color codes to ants bodies.
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Open-Source Sexy
Comingle develops open-source sex technology. We target inno-
vations in 
• Interaction 
• Stimulation 
• and DIY (Doing it Yourself)

I founded this company in 2014 as a way to share sexual technol-
ogy design freely with the world.

By open-sourcing all of our software, designs, and electronics, we 
hope to open up a creative new space for sex and tech. In an un-
regulated industry, like sex toys, open designs are also important 
for safety and accessibility reasons. 

Press: Fast Company, Business Punk, Huffington Post 2014

Winner: Arse Elektronika Grand Prixx 2014

The Mod
Comingle’s flagship product is a fully hack-

able dildo platform.  The first integrated, 
100% body-safe silicone, multivibrating, 

programmable sex toy.

COMINGLE
stimulationinteraction diy
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“Dancing”
Dozens of participants reenacted 
random frames from the original 
dance. They recreated over 90% 

of it.

Sharing a Dance
We utilized redundant methods 
for sharing the app overseas and 

retrieving the final dances.

App Development
We built a custom Android App 

to enable this covert perfor-
mance.

SUBWAY

Presented: “Activist Performance + Mediation,” ArtsIT (Milan) | Artaud 3 (London) | Eyebeam (NYC)  2012

Paper: “Media in Performance,The Subway Project,” IJART       2009

Quitmeyer, Ansari, Nitsche, Anonymous 2011

Dancing in public is Illegal in Iran.
We smuggled an app into the country. Frame by frame, dozens of par-

ticipants recreated a freedom dance in Iran.

Secret Meetings
We held workshops with the 
Iranian volunteers discussing 

the technology and debating the 
project’s theory.
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Output Format
The derived blend of pigments, let us 
keep the same output process, saving 

unique swirls onto paper.

Electromagnetic Tools
We kept the traditional rake tool, and 

added optional pulsing magnetic behav-
iors.

Material Experimentation
Original Ebru utilizes special inks and 
substrate. We had to develop our own 
techniques that functioned with fer-

rofluid.

Original Interactions
We did not want to de-skill the craft 

through automation. The Ebru master’s 
original actions are kept in tact.

Featured: “Paint Pulse” Discovery Channel Daily Planet 2013

Winner: Instructables Grand Prize Design Challenge 2013

Quitmeyer, Nitsche, Rafinski, Spross 2012

Paint Pulse builds digital behaviors into traditional water marbling crafts 
Ebru and Suminagashi. Pulsing electromagnets and ferrous inks enable 

new material explorations while maintaining the traditional interac-
tions. 

PAINT PULSE
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Marker Design
Inspired from numerous animal sys-
tems, this moisture-sensing, ph-indi-

cating tag reveals a gradient of informa-
tion and ownership.

Custom App
We build a special modification to 

foursquare’s location “claiming” API, to 
physically check in.

MARK YOUR TERRITORY

Published: Cybernetics - Leonardo Electronic Almanac 2014

Winner: First Place Instructables Pocket Challenge 2011

Quitmeyer, Nitsche 2011

This critical design project investigates forms of ownership in digital and 
physical spaces. Incorporating physical methods of territoriality from 

nature explores new forms of engagement.

Complete System
The phone ties to the sensor via a reliable, waterproof tether.

20
12

Hybrid Digital Physical Spaces
Most digital devices seek to simulate selected 
elements of the physical world in new digital 

spaces.  . In the traditional fousquare applica-
tion, you are able to claim digital simulacra 

of real spaces. 

With Mark Your Territory, the digital ac-
tions feed back into real-world changes. This 
patched version of these hybrid spaces then 

also allows non-human participants in digital 
arenas.
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Making and Discussion
Participants “bought” components for 
their firefly costume kit, by leading a 

discussion question about biology and 
tech.

Beyond “Blink”
We took the typical “blink” program 

(hallmark of any intro to physical com-
puting) for biological exploration.

Promotional Poster
Encouraging scientists to participate 

came in many forms including custom 
posters around STRI.

Programming Behaviors
The scientists thought to program 

different chips as different “players”: 
males, females, predators.

Embodying Wildlife 
Participants embodied different roles in firefly ecology. While navigat-

ing through utter darkness, they communicated via flashing patterns 
with each other and real fireflies.

LIVING LIGHTNING

Presented: MLA Critical Making Symposium 2013

Quitmeyer 2013

Critical Making workshop teaching basic physical computing skills 
while also exploring the biological system of Photinus pyralis and Py-

rophorus noctilucus lightning beetles.
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Workshops
Often ethologists must construct their own 
research tools. Such bio-crafting also pro-

motes critical reflection.

Performances
Interactive events explore new digital or 
animal behaviors, and share embodied 

research ideas.

Holistic Cybiotic Interaction
To advance ethological practice and digital media one must design for the entire 
process of Ethology. Whereas most digital collaborations strictly focus on refining 
experimentation, Digital Naturalism looks to investigate computation for explora-

tion and dissemination phases.

DIGITAL NATURALISM

Postion: New Media Professor at National University of Singapore 2017-Present

Papers: CHI (Tornto), Ubicomp (Zurich), Creativity and Cognition (S’pore) 2013-2017

Award: Georgia Tech Ivan Allen College Fellowship ($35,000)  2014

Funding: Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute Fellow 2013-2014

Quitmeyer, Nitsche 2015 (PhD) 

My PhD research project explores digital interaction design with bio-
logical field researchers. Digital Naturalism uphold scientists’ values and 

practices while harnesses the affordances of computational media for 
connecting with wildlife.

Evolution of a Digital Tool
Digital Naturalism focuses developing 

open-ended tools in parallel with scientists’ 
evolving research. The Flick-O-Matic ant-

aggravation device  was collaboratively build 
with Peter Marting   in 2012 and refined over 

three years. Marting could hack and repair 
parts of this instrument  as certain factors 

became necessary for his experimental ques-
tions.

20
14

20
13

20
12
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Ballooneering
Discovering methods for lifting equipment, streaming video, and controlling a massive 
balloon rig safely within a city-scape taught us approaches for working in large, entan-

gled problem spaces.

ASCENT

Winner: GVU20 Proposal Art Grant 2012

Asad, Clifton, Jenkins, Quitmeyer, Rouse 2012

Winner of a proposal from Georgia Tech’s Graphics, Visualization, and 
Usability Institute for an art project celebrating innovation. Weather 

balloons stream live 360 degree panoramas of the city into the building’s 
main elevator.

Photo courtesy GVU
Photo courtesy GVU

Elevator Hacking
Working within the confines of a functional elevator presented many design challenges. 
Accessing power and high-bandwidth data inside a mobile steel box proved difficult but 

possible.
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